About me:

• Born in Rochester, NY
• Lived in America for 34 years
• Speak Italian
• Like reading and theater
• I love my dog, Emma
Artifact 1:  
**Martin Luther King Jr. Quote Sandwich**

**Category:**  
- Writing

**Description:**  
- Week of the MLK Holiday  
- Select a quote  
- Explain the quote
Artifact 1:

**Standard:**

- Writing Standard #5: **Production and Distribution of Writing** - 
  Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach.

**Connection to Artifact:**

- Using the “Quote Sandwich” strategy is a new approach to writing
- Helps to introduce, state, and explain a quote as evidence
Artifact 1:

This year’s growth:
• Grown a lot in my writing this year
• Written 2 essays in Humanities where I used the quote sandwich to help me

Future use:
• I have to know how to include evidence in my writing in high school and college
Artifact 2: RAZ KIDS Report

Category:
• Reading

Description:
• Do RAZ Kids in ESOL support
• Read 52 books in the 6th grade assignment
• Acropolis Adventure;
  Machines at Home
Artifact 2:

Standard:
• Reading Standard #10: Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity - Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently.

Connection to Artifact:
• I read fiction and nonfiction texts
• Many different levels
• Comprehension quizzes
• Sequence Events 100%
• Author’s Purpose 33%
Artifact 2:

This year’s growth:

- Improved a lot in reading
- Lexile:
  - 500 in September
  - 650 in May
- Read 52 books on RAZ Kids
- Read 5 independent books

Future use:

- Reading comprehension is important in high school and college, in following directions, applying for a loan
Reflection

Some highlights from this school year:
• Pen Pal Letters
• Honor Roll
• Movie Club
• Soccer Team

My hopes for next school year:
• Grades 80% or higher in all classes
• Read 10 books
• Join National Junior Honor Society
• Baby sitting